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NUMBER WORK KINDERGARTEN (AGE 5) THIRD TERM

TOPICS

I BACK TO

SCHOOLREVISION

ON NUMBERS 1-85

2 INTRODUCTION TO

NUMBER 86-90

3 GREATER THAN

LESS

4 PLACE

OFNUMBERS

5 INTRODUCTION To

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Revision on number

activities (1 85)

By the end of the lesson,

Pupils should be able to:

-sing number songs or

rhymes on numbers

-read numbers using the

number cards of 86-90

- reverse counting of 90-

86

-match objects in groups

with numbers.

Pupils should be able to:

-give simple meaning of

greater than and les? than

-fold the right arm and the

left arm to illustrate the

signs

- perform tasks on number
comparison from 1-90

Pupils should be able to:
-give simple meaning of
place value in relation to
numbers

- use ofAbacus to
arrange the place value of
numbers 1-10, 1-20, 1-50
e.g Tens and Units

interpret the place value
of number on Abacus e.g
12

Pupils should be able to:
-sing songs or recite
rhyme on 91-100, 1-100
•relate with numbers 91-
100 using number

cards/charts

Qf)t and write numbers
91-100, 1-50 andl,loo
•reverse the counting of100 |

edudelighttutors com

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

-Pupils read and write

numbers 86-90 using

numbers card

-Pupils read and write

numbers 1-90.

-Pupils match numbers with

objects in groups.

-Pupils demonstrate the

signs of greater than (>) and

less than (<)

-Pupils do simple tasks on

greater than and less than

using objects e.g

i.) 5 pens and 2 pens

ii.) 12 cups and 18 cups

12 < 18

-Pupils draw Abacus

-Pupils represent numbers
On the Abacus involving the
use of Tens and Units
-Pupils draw Abacus to
represent numbers

-Pupils sing songs and
rhyme to read 91-100
-Pupils count and write 1-
IOO

-Pupils reverse the counting
and writing of numbers 100-
91

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS

-Communication

and

Collaboration.

-Critical thinking

and Problem

solving.

-Creativity and

Imagination.

-Communication

and

Collaboration,

-Critical thinking

and Problem

solving.

-Creativity and

Imagination.

-Communication

and

Collaboration.

-Critical thinking

and Problem

solving.

-Creativity and

Imagination.

-Communication

and

Collaboration.

-Critical thinking

and Problem

solving.

-Creativity and

Imagination.

BREAK

LEARNING RESOURCES

Site Links:

https:/lvww.teachersprayteaah

ers.com

Video Sites:
htt s•.ll 

aw
-Number cards

-Toys

-Picture chart

Site Links:

www.amazon.com

Video Sites:

https:llyoutu.belZw9GH0aRG

MY

-Flash cards

-Plasticine

-White marker board

Site Links:

https:/lbusytoddler.com

Video Sites:

https:l/youtu.belrLZbniMGAVA

-Abacus

-Counters

Site Links:

https://www 
thirdspqceleong

.com

Video Sites:

htt s:] oulu.be11F3A 
0ksY

-Flash cards

-Toys

-Charts

Site Links:

htt s:llwwwen 
lishclub.$

Video Sites:

htt s:] outu belt 
PYYuzh
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNINGWÜERMBREAK 

yd" ADDITION

MIDTERM BREAK 

Pupils should be able to: 

display number cards 
having the words written 

MIDTERM BREAK 

•Pupdsreate upto 

-Pupils copyone-l to tn10 
-Pupils sng songs onon them on numbers 1-10 number words

-sing songs and rhymes -Pupils match numbers and

one two three
1

2 3

MIDTERM

Cmnunutm

Collaboratofi

•Criåcai hinking
and Problem

•Creativity and

Imagination.

-write numbers 1-10 in
words

Pupils should be able to: Pupils solve simple additionNUMSERS l- 9

SIMPLE

SUBTRACTION

OFNUMBERS 1-9

-demonstrate simple by counting objects together
meaning of addition and
its sign (+) 000 +00
-guide pupils to give 2+3=5
answer to pictorial

addition of objects.

Pupils should be able to: -Pupils sing songs and
-give simple meaning of rhymes on subtraction
subtraction and its sign (- -Pupils 

I

MONEY 
TO

demonstrate simple
-sing songs or rhymes to subtraction by counting
illustrate the concept of objects.
subtraction e.g ten green
bottles standing on wall, i
one green bottle is taken
out of them all, 9 green
bottle standing on the wal
etc
-guide pupils to give
pictorial subtraction of
objects.

•Communication

and

Collaboration.

-Critical thinking

and Problem

solving.

-Creativity and

Imagination.

-Communication
and

Collaboration.

-Critical thinking
and Problem
solving.

-Creativity and
Imagination.

-Communication

and
Collaboration,
-Critical thinking

and Problem
solving.

-Creativity and

MID BREA/

-fiash

'Number chans

Site Links:

httpsjuww siqht80r$
V'deo Sites:

-Concrete objects

-Chart

Site Links:

https•//wwn.teachstartercom

Video Sites:

https://youtu.be/pxUY29LpMZ

-Counters
-Concrete objects

Site Links:
https://www.understocd.qrg
Video Sites:
https.•/Noutu.be/qM7B2nwpVt

Pupils should be able to: -Pupils discuss money and
-discuss simple meaning its uses
of money and it uses -Pupils identify money
-provide shopping corner denomination by reading the
in the classroom and labe number written on them
each item with price tag -Pupils bring shopping items
-present denominations o to class and tag them with

-Money samples spectmen
-Chart
Sample commodities e.g
sweet. packet ot biscujt, un
milk

Site Links:
Nigerian currencies to price using price tag

pupils -Pupils identity Nigerian

- do a role play on buying currencies showing them
and selling of using numbers

commodities (M to NO) -pupils demonstrate simple

shopping in the classroom

Note: Encourage pupils on

Imagination, https:/.'www educatf0(1 com
Video Sites:
https•//yoqtu

ÅÉÜISION

EXÄMlNA'r ONS

aving culture
REVISION

ékÅMJNAriON$

REVISION REVISION

EXAMINATIONS
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